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In my documentation work I am trying to collect stories; 
as a teacher I am encouraging my students to tell 
stories.  

Can I do both of these things at the same time? 





Linguist Oriented Uses vs Human oriented Uses

(Mosel, 2006:68)
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word cloud

Hindering with metalanguage
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ꞌE mōtokā tēia. This is a car
Ka ꞌoko au i te mōtokā. I will buy the car.
Tē ꞌakaꞌoro nei au i te 
mōtokā. I’m driving the car

?Kua ū au i te mōtokā Intended: I’ve crashed the car
LITERALLY I have been crashed into by the car.



Dumbledore died because of Snape





TAMPIRITOA EXERCISE

Write a short story for puppeteering with the toys. 

Include the following: 

 • A question about when something will happen or 
when something happened.  
 • A reference to a time using the gerund 
construction (such as I tōna taenga mai...)  
 • A pair of sequential events  
 • A conditional construction using mē (if/when).  



I tētaꞌi rā one day / once upon a time

e oti and then

inārā but

noa atu despite

nō reira therefore/in conclusion

kua oti the end

“Conjunctions” or “Linking phrases”



TAMPIRITOA! the movie

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqYSmBiT22w


Tampiritoa’s Metadata
n

 type 100

 token 234

 sentence 27

 simple sentence 14

 complex sentence 13





Exploitation/Teaching/Documentation/Conclusions

If you can figure out what they want to talk about, 
they’ll talk. 

They’ll be more keen to talk if they’re pretending to be 
someone else



Exploitation/Teaching/Documentation/Conclusions

Then you can: 
 Document their “Specimens of observable linguistic 
behaviour” 
 (Whilst being mindful of: 
     It’s “learner data” 
     It’s not entirely natural) 
Get them into documenting their grandparents  
Pedagogical needs and documentary needs based on 
grammar (theoretical needs)



Exploitation/Teaching/Documentation/Conclusions



Meitaki maꞌata 
Kia orana 

ē 
Kia manuia

Thank you 
May you be healthy 

and  
fortunate


